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In Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) broadcasting, service providers charge subscription fee by scram-
bling the program in Conditional Access System (CAS). This avoids unauthorized users to receive the
programs. A smart card (CA card) is used to decrypt the Control Words (CWs) and transfer them back to
Set-Top Box (STB) in order to descramble the scrambled program. This paper presents a secure mutual
authentication and key exchange scheme between STB and smart card for IPTV broadcasting. Its security
is based on one way hash function and the discrete logarithm problem. It allows subscribers to choose
and change the password freely, provides dynamic session key agreement and mutual authentication be-
tween STB and smart card. Security analysis proves that the scheme is strong against subscriber and STB
impersonation attacks, replay attack, stolen verifier attack, smart card loss attack, man-in-the-middle at-
tack and attack on perfect forward secrecy which are considered as common threats in IPTV environment.
Moreover, the scheme also prevents serious attacks such as smart card cloning and McCormac Hack attack
particular to authentication using smart cards.

Povzetek: Članek opisuje način šifriranja vsebine za televizijo IP.

1 Introduction

There are several security issues that must be considered
before transmitting confidential data over a public network.
In order to prevent unauthorized access, first step of the
communication is legitimacy verification. In other words,
authentication is vital requirement which identifies the le-
gitimate user in order to prevent unauthorized access. Ver-
ities of authentication schemes have been proposed in the
literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9]. Most widely used one is pass-
word based authentication scheme.

Using one way hash function, Peyravian and Zunic [1]
proposed a secure method for protecting passwords while
being transmitted over insecure channel. Further, secure
password change phase has also been proposed. In addi-
tion, they claimed that their schemes do not require any
symmetric key or public key cryptosystem. However,
Tseng et al. [2] found that Peyravian-Zunic’s scheme is
insecure against dictionary attack and fails to provide mu-
tual authentication. To overcome these flaws, they pro-
posed improved schemes based on Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change scheme and claimed that their improved schemes
not only provide secure password transmission and pass-
word change, but also generate a session key between user
and the server. Yang et al. [3] pointed out that Tseng et
al.’s protected password changing scheme is susceptible to

modification attack. Further, they suggested an improved
scheme without using symmetric or asymmetric cryptosys-
tem to overcome the weakness of Tseng et al.’s scheme.
They claimed that their scheme is secure against replay
attack, guessing attack, server spoofing and modification
attack. Nevertheless, Yoon et al. [4] and Ku and Tsai
[5] found that Yang et al.’s scheme is still vulnerable to
Denial-of-Service attack and stolen verifier attack. To over-
come these security pitfalls, they proposed their modified
schemes.

In all the schemes discussed so far, server maintains a
database or verification table for the registered users to au-
thenticate the legitimate users. However, there is a threat in
such a process as an intruder can penetrate the server and
steal or modify the contents of the verification table. To re-
sist these possible attacks on the verification tables, smart
card based password authentication scheme has been pro-
posed. In this scheme, server authenticates the legitimate
user without maintaining a verification table.

In this context, Hwang and Li [6] proposed a remote
user authentication scheme based on ElGamal’s cryptosys-
tem. They claimed that their scheme does not maintain any
password or verification table and it is secure against replay
attack. However, Chan and Cheng [7] proved that Hwang-
Li’s scheme is vulnerable to impersonation attack. Chang
and Hwang [8] found that Chan-Cheng’s attack does not
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work well and they suggested different ways to cryptana-
lyze Hwang-Li’s scheme. Based on symmetric key cryp-
tography and one way hash function, Song [9] suggested
an efficient smart card authentication scheme and claimed
that the scheme is secure against impersonation attack, par-
allel session attack, replay attack and modification attack.
Moreover, it provides mutual authentication and shared
session key. Though, Pippal et al. [10] pointed out that
Song’s scheme is inadequate to resist Denial-of-Service at-
tack and fails to provide perfect forward secrecy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 briefly describes the work related to secure commu-
nication in IPTV broadcasting. The proposed key exchange
scheme is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses secu-
rity analysis of the proposed scheme and finally, section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Secure Communication in IPTV
Broadcasting

Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is a next generation
television capable of transmitting, receiving and displaying
a video stream. Gist of IPTV structure is shown in Fig-
ure 1. It provides access to on-demand gaming, home se-
curity, data services and digital music. IPTV is capable of
providing a single stream to multiple users simultaneously
and also to a single user such as Video on-Demand.

Figure 1: Overview of IPTV Structure

In IPTV broadcasting, service providers charge sub-
scription fee by scrambling the program in CAS. A smart
card is used to decrypt CWs and transfer them back to STB
in order to descramble the scrambled program. STB re-
ceives encoded digital signals and decodes these signals
to convert them back to analog signals so that the analog
television can understand. Therefore, secure key exchange
with mutual authentication between STB and smart card is
needed to improve the security of the system. Without this,
single smart card can be used in different STBs of the same
type which results smart card cloning and McCormac Hack
attacks [11].

Figure 2 shows a typical CAS, it operates as follows [12].
The server chooses a random variable CW which is used to

initialize the Pseudo Random Generator (PRG) to generate
a pseudo random sequence for scrambling the Transport
Stream (TS). Simultaneously, for each subscriber, CW is
encrypted by Authorization Key (AK) to form Entitlement
Control Message (ECM). A Master Private Key (MPK)
is used to encrypt AK and other entitlement message to-
gether in order to form Entitlement Management Message
(EMM). These ECM, EMM and the scrambled TS stream
are multiplexed into a new TS stream and broadcasted to
subscribers over an insecure channel. Subscriber Manage-
ment System (SMS) is used to deliver the smartcard, which
contains MPK and other account information, to authorized
subscriber.

Figure 2: Conditional Access System

The receiver can descramble the program by following
the same steps performed by the server in reverse order
with the collaboration of smart card and STB [13]. In
STB, an ECM/EMM filter is used to filter out the ECM
and EMM sections and a descrambler is used to descram-
ble the program. After receiving radio frequency (RF) sig-
nal, tuner and demodulator process the signal to bring back
the TS stream. The ECM/EMM filters filter out the ECM
and EMM sections and sent to the smart card to be de-
crypted for CW with Decrypt 1 and Decrypt 2. CW is
encrypted by using Session Key (SK) and it is sent back
to STB. This CW is used by descrambler to descramble the
TS stream which is then de-multiplexed and decoded. The
STB takes copyright protection before outputting program
to subscriber.

To provide secure communication between STB and
smart card, various elegant key exchange schemes have
been proposed [14, 15, 16, 17]. Based on one way hash
function and Schnorr’s digital signature protocol, Jiang et
al. [14] first proposed a key exchange scheme for DTV
broadcasting. They claimed that their scheme allows users
to freely choose the password, provides mutual authenti-
cation and session key agreement between STB and smart
card. Moreover, it has lower computation cost. However,
Yoon and Yoo [15] found that Jiang et al.’s scheme is sus-
ceptible to impersonation attack and fails to provide per-
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fect forward secrecy. They also suggested a new key ex-
change scheme to overcome these security weaknesses and
claimed that their scheme is free from replay attack, imper-
sonation attack and provides perfect forward secrecy.

Based on symmetric and asymmetric key cryptosystems,
Hou et al. [16] proposed a secure authentication scheme
for DTV broadcasting and claimed that their scheme al-
lows users to freely choose the password, provides security
against replay attack, impersonation attack, offers mutual
authentication and session key generation. However, Kim
[17] found that the message transmitted during mutual au-
thentication phase of Hou et al.’s scheme can be forged by
the attacker. To overcome this security flaw, an improved
scheme has also been suggested.

Secure IP multicast can be used to implement IPTV ser-
vices, but still, it has problems that need to be addressed.
These issues were addressed and a centralized form of se-
cure group communication was proposed to transmit group
cryptographic material [18]. However, Pinto and Ricardo
[19] found that there are other issues also, like access con-
trol and network management, which were left. They pro-
posed a secure and efficient IPTV solution which enforces
individual access control to groups of real-time IPTV video
channels, IP multicast admission control for both multicast
senders and receivers, supports user generated videos and
generates low signalling overheads. Moreover, it does not
introduce perceivable delays, particularly in video channel
zapping circumstances.

3 The Proposed Key Exchange
Scheme

This section describes the proposed key exchange scheme
for IPTV. The notations used throughout this paper are
summarized as follows.

Ui : subscriber
IDi : identity of Ui

PWi : password chosen by Ui

SMS : Subscriber Management System
STB : Set-Top Box
IDs : identity of STB
PW ∗

i : password guessed by an attacker
x : secret key of STB
d : secret number of STB
p : large prime number
g : primitive element
h(·) : secure one way hash function
Ek(·) : symmetric encryption with key ′k′

Dk(·) : symmetric decryption with key ′k′

⊕ : bitwise XOR operation
N1 : random nonce generated by Ui

N2 : random nonce generated by STB
SKey : common shared session key
99K : secure channel
−→ : insecure channel

The proposed scheme consists of five phases: Registra-
tion phase, Login phase, Mutual Authentication phase, Key
Agreement phase and CW Transmission phase. The de-
tailed description of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig-
ure 3. This scheme works as follows.

3.1 Registration Phase
This phase is invoked when a new subscriber Ui wants
to subscribe the subscribed program. In this phase, Ui

selects IDi and PWi, computes h(PWi) and submits
{IDi, h(PWi)} to SMS. Upon receiving the registration
request from Ui, SMS computes

xi = gh(PWi) × d mod p

yi = h(IDi, x)

zi = yi ⊕ h(PWi)

and issues a smart card over secure channel to Ui by storing
{xi, yi, zi, IDs, p, g, h(·), Ek(·),MPK} along with other
account information into smart card memory.

3.2 Login Phase
This phase is invoked when Ui wants to receive the sub-
scribed program. Ui inserts the smart card to STB and
keys in IDi and PWi. The smart card generates a random
nonce N1, computes

ai = gyi mod p

bi = ayi×N1
i mod p

ci = a
h(PWi)×N1
i mod p

di = (h(PWi) + yi × λ) mod (p− 1)

ei = gh(PWi) mod p

fi = bi ⊕ ci

where λ = h(IDi, IDs, xi, ai, bi, ci, N1). Ui sends the
login request {IDi, di, ei, fi, N1} to STB.

3.3 Mutual Authentication Phase
Upon receiving the login request {IDi, di, ei, fi, N1};
STB first checks the validity of IDi to accept/reject the
login request. If true, STB computes

xi = ei × d mod p

yi = h(IDi, x)

ai = gyi mod p

bi = ayi×N1
i mod p

ci = bi ⊕ fi

and checks whether

gdi = ei × aλ
i mod p (1)

is true or not.

gdi =
(
g(h(PWi)+yi×λ)) mod p

=
(
gh(PWi) × g(yi×λ)) mod p

=
(
gh(PWi) mod p

)
×

(
(gyi)λ mod p

)
= ei × aλ

i mod p
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Figure 3: Proposed Key Exchange Scheme

If eq. 1 holds, STB checks whether

adi×N1
i = ci × bλi mod p (2)

is true or not.

adi×N1
i =

(
a
(h(PWi)+yi×λ)×N1
i

)
mod p

=
(
a
(h(PWi)×N1)
i × a

(yi×λ×N1)
i

)
mod p

=
(
a
(h(PWi)×N1)
i mod p

)
×

(
(ayi×N1

i )λ mod p
)

= ci × bλi mod p

If both the equations, (eq. 1 and eq. 2), hold, STB generates
a nonce N2, computes X1 = yi ⊕N1 ⊕N2, X2 = aN2

i mod p
and sends the message {IDi,X1, X2} to Ui’s smart card. Af-
ter getting the message {IDi, X1, X2} from STB, smart card
computes N2 = yi ⊕ X1 ⊕ N1, X ′

2 = aN2
i mod p and checks

whether X2 and X ′
2 are equal or not. If it holds, STB is au-

thentic otherwise terminate the session. Subsequently, smart
card computes X3 = aN1×N2

i mod p and sends {IDi, X3} to
STB. Once the message {IDi, X3} is received, STB computes
X ′

3 = aN1×N2
i mod p and checks whether X3 and X ′

3 are equal
or not. If it holds, mutual authentication between Ui’s smart card
and STB is achieved.

3.4 Key Agreement Phase

If mutual authentication is achieved successfully, both Ui’s
smart card and STB compute common session key SKey =
h(IDi, IDs, ci, N2). It consists of identities (IDi and IDs) as
well as the random nonces (N1 and N2) chosen by Ui and STB.

3.5 CW Transmission Phase

After decrypting CW , smart card uses the session key SKey to
encrypt it as CWe = ESKey (CW ) and sends CWe back to STB
to descramble the program. After receiving, STB decrypts it as
CW = DSKey (CWe).

4 Security Analysis and Discussion

This section describes an in-depth security analysis of the pro-
posed key exchange scheme for IPTV broadcasting. Since a smart
card is a temper-resistant device, it is assumed that no one can ex-
tract any information stored in the smart card memory.
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4.1 Subscriber Impersonation Attack

In the proposed scheme, the login request contains
{IDi, di, ei, fi, N1}, where di = (h(PWi)+yi×λ) mod (p−
1), ei = gh(PWi) mod p and fi = bi ⊕ ci. To impersonate
the subscriber, attacker has to generate a forged login request by
guessing the correct values of PWi, yi and d. Let us suppose
that the attacker is successful in guessing the correct password
PW ∗

i . The correct values of yi and d are still required to forge
the login request. In addition, it is difficult to derive h(PWi)
from ei because of discrete logarithm problem. Moreover, if
an attacker modifies any of the login request parameters, STB
easily detects them as both the equations, (eq. 1 and eq. 2),
are unsatisfied. Hence, this scheme provides security against
subscriber impersonation attack.

4.2 STB Impersonation Attack

To impersonate STB, the attacker has to generate valid re-
sponse message {IDi, X1, X2} corresponding to the login re-
quest {IDi, di, ei, fi, N1}. However, without the knowledge of
yi and N2, no one can compute the correct value of X1 and X2.
Moreover, attacker is unable to get N2 from the eavesdropped re-
sponse message as the value of yi is unknown. Therefore, the
scheme is secure against STB impersonation attack.

4.3 Replay Attack

An attacker may try to act as an authentic subscriber by resend-
ing previously intercepted messages. This scheme uses random
nonces, N1 and N2, which are different from session to session.
As a result, attackers cannot enter the system by resending the
previously transmitted messages to impersonate legal subscribers.
Suppose that the intercepted login request {IDi, di, ei, fi, N1} is
replayed to pass the authentication phase. Attacker is unable to re-
trieve N2 correctly from the response message {IDi, X1, X2} to
compute the correct message {IDi, X3} for mutual authentica-
tion. Consequently, STB rejects the request by comparing X3

with X ′
3.

4.4 Stolen Verifier Attack

In order to verify the legitimacy of subscribers, use of verifica-
tion table at STB is not efficient. Moreover, if STB stores Ui’s
secret information, it will be always under the risk. In the pro-
posed scheme, STB keeps long term secret key ′x′ and secret
number ′d′ to avoid maintaining verification table used to verify
subscriber login request. Hence, the scheme avoids stolen verifier
attack.

4.5 Man-in-the-Middle Attack

If an attacker intercepts the communicating messages exchanged
between the subscriber and STB, it does not generate any useful
information as they are dissimilar from session to session due to
property of randomness of N1 and N2. Moreover, to alter N1,
one needs to recalculate bi, ci, di and fi. Similarly, yi is needed
to alter N2. Hence, the scheme is able to resist man-in-the-middle
attack.

4.6 Smart Card Cloning and McCormac
Hack Attack

In the proposed scheme, if an attacker uses the cloned smart card
to another STB, it will not pass the mutual authentication phase
as there is no STB’s IDs in the cloned smart card memory.

If an attacker redirects one smart card’s communication mes-
sage to another STB, the STB cannot decrypt the message as it
has no information about the session key SKey .

4.7 Smart Card Loss Attack
If accidently, subscriber’s smart card is lost or stolen; the scheme
must be strong enough so that no one can impersonate the smart
card owner. In this scheme, attacker is unable to receive the pro-
gram without knowing the correct IDi and PWi of the subscriber
even if he or she got subscriber’s smart card.

4.8 Attack on Perfect Forward Secrecy
In the proposed scheme, the session key is computed as SKey =
h(IDi, IDs, ci, N2). The attacker is unable to find out the
present session key or any of the previously used session keys
from the eavesdropped messages as the values of IDs, ci and N2

are unknown to the attacker and it is infeasible to guess all these
values simultaneously.

4.9 Subscriber can change the Smart Card
Password Securely

This phase is invoked whenever Ui wants to change the cur-
rent password PWi with a new password PWinew. Ui inserts
the smart card to STB and keys in IDi and PW ′

i . The smart
card computes z′i = yi ⊕ h(PW ′

i ) and checks whether com-
puted z′i equals stored zi or not. If true, Ui is prompted to enter
a new password PWinew. The smart card computes zinew =
yi⊕h(PWinew), xinew = (xi/g

h(PWi))× gh(PWinew) mod p
and stores xinew, zinew instead of xi, zi respectively, in the smart
card memory. Thus, Ui can change the smart card password.

It can be clearly seen that the given scheme keeps all the previ-
ous advantages and achieves the necessary security requirements.

5 Conclusion
In IPTV services, content is crucial that needs strong protection
from unauthorized entities. In order to provide secure communi-
cation, dynamic session key generation and mutual authentication
between smart card and STB is imperative. Considering all the
common threats in IPTV environment, this paper proposes secure
key exchange scheme for IPTV broadcasting. Security analysis
section shows that the proposed scheme is robust against imper-
sonation attacks, replay attack, stolen verifier attack, smart card
loss attack and man-in-the-middle attack.

In addition, it is secure against two serious attacks in IPTV
broadcasting such as smart card cloning and McCormac Hack
attack. Proposed scheme allows the subscribers to choose and
change their smart card password freely. It ensures perfect for-
ward secrecy as well as dynamic session key generation with mu-
tual authentication.
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